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Chapterr 6 
Thee Temporary Work 
Agencyy As A 
Searchh Channel 

6.11 Introduction 

Findingg the right staff is not easy. Much depends on the search channel used. The previous 

chapterr demonstrated that each search channel has its own price tag. But it is unlikely that the 

choicee of search channel is determined by cost aspects alone. There must be other reasons. This 

chapterr will focus on one search channel in particular, namely temporary work agencies. What 

reasons,, other than cost aspects, do firms have for calling in a temporary work agency? 

Theree are many aspects of a firm that can affect the hiring of agency workers (Davis-Blake 

&&  Uzzi, 1993; Golden & Appelbaum, 1992). Due to the existence of agency work firms can 

makee more strategic decisions about staffing. Agency work can be a cure against structural 

overmanning.. In case ofholidays and sickness leave there is no need for a pool of replacements. 

Iff  production is rising a firm may be uncertain whether it is a temporary boom or a structural 

development.. In this case it is attractive to hire agency workers. If production starts to fall again 

thee agency worker can be easily laid off without any costs. If production continues to rise the 

agencyy worker could be hired permanently. Thus the firm passes some of the economic 

uncertaintyy on to the temporary work agency. The price to be paid will usually outweigh the costs 

off  a possibly wrong staffing decision. 

Unionizationn can sometimes be a problem. Unions generally do not like the use of agency 

workers.. They are afraid that it will undermine the position of the permanent staff. Agency 

workerss generally get paid less and are entitled to littl e or no fringe benefits. Thus they maybe 

cheaperr to the firm. Also agency workers tend to ask less questions about employment 

conditions.'' Another problem is that most agency workers are not union members. Therefore, a 

11 A common problem is that agency workers do not always follow safety regulations. Sometimes firms do 
nott inform the agency workers about safety regulations, sometimes it is not convenient. For example, in some 
jobss protective clothing is required. If the firm does not have the clothing in the agency worker's size, the 
agencyy worker is offered clothing in a bigger size. This is not allowed but an agency worker will rarely object, 
oftenn because he does not know that it is not allowed. Although the firm always remains responsible for the 
workers'' safety (including agency workers), it is sometimes cheaper to take a risk than to follow safety 
regulations. . 
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highlyy unionized company may not employ many agency workers. On the other hand, the 

managementt of such a company may want to use agency workers to break union power. This 

problemm is mainly encountered in the USA where union workers differ from non-union workers 

inn wages and fringe benefits. In the Netherlands collective bargaining agreements are often 

declaredd generally binding and unions have less power in individual firms. Unions attitudes toward 

agencyy work may also change through time. For example, in the early days of agency work 

agenciess (late sixties, early seventies) Dutch unions were very much opposed to the idea of 

agencyy workers for the reasons mentioned above. Nowadays Dutch unions say that working for 

aa temporary work agency is the best way to gain work experience. So the overall temporal effect 

off  unionization is uncertain. 

Anotherr factor influencing the demand for agency labor is the length of the probation period. 

AA firm in a sector or country with short probation periods may favor agency workers. For 

examplee in the Netherlands the probation period of a permanent job is two months, while an 

agencyy contract can last much longer.2 Often a person is first hired on an agency contract and 

thenn gets offered a permanent contract. 

Anotherr advantage of agency work is that the employer does not have to search himself. Of 

coursee there is a price to be paid but this price is sometimes acceptable. The disadvantage is that 

searchh channels and workers are not paired randomly. Each search channel has its own particular 

supplyy of workers. From chapters 3 and 4 it became clear that temporary work agencies are 

especiallyy attractive to married women and non-EU citizens. It is very unattractive for 

breadwinnerss (either men or women) and well educated people. So if an employer calls in a 

temporaryy work agency, he will get a particular kind of worker. 

Theree are more disadvantages. Agency workers have no firm specific knowledge. Thus hiring 

agencyy workers on a large scale may entail a lower level of human capital. Moreover, agency 

workerss are less committed to a firm. And agency workers have no real bond to other employees 

whichh could lead to tensions on the work floor. Also agency workers are often less experienced 

thann the permanent workers and thus less productive. 

Thiss chapter investigates the importance of temporary work agencies as a search channel. 

First,, section 6.2 gives the theoretical background. Section 6.3 reviews the data. Section 6.4 

discussess the estimation results. Finally section 6.5 ends with a summary. 

22 Before 1-7-1998 an agency contract could only last 6 months. Since July 1998 there is no limit to its 
duration. . 
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6.22 Choice of a temporary work agency 

Theree are many ways in which a firm can find new employees. Firms can put advertisements 

inn the newspaper, ask around, search among their own staff, approach schools, check at the 

publicc employment office, or use the services of a commercial employment agency or a temporary 

workk agency. In this section the question is what kind of firms use temporary work agencies as 

aa search channel and with which intensity. 

Thee choice for a temporary work agency as a search channel can be investigated with logit 

models.. The theoretical form of these models was already discussed in section 3.2. To measure 

thee intensity of agency work usage a tobit model is estimated. In a tobit model the number of 

agencyy hours LA is regressed on exogenous variables Awaking into account the fact that many 

firmss do not employ agency workers. The tobit model is defined as 

L;-0L;-0 ifLA=0, (6.1) 

HereHere fi is a vector of parameters to be estimated and e is an error term. The likelihood function 

forr the new random variable LA* is 

z^M^vn1^ ^ 
(( \ 

n n A? A? (6.2) ) 

wheree <p(-) and <D(-) are, respectively, the density function and the cumulative distribution function 

off  the standard normal distribution. The parameter a represents the standard error. This is a non 

standardd type of likelihood function, since it is a mixture of continuous and discrete distributions. 

6.33 Descriptives of firms with and without agency workers 

Twoo different data sets are used in this chapter. The first comes from the Organization for 

Strategicc Labor Market Research (OSA) and was discussed in section 5.3. The second one 

comess from Intomart, a market research agency and is discussed below. 
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TableTable 6.1: Characteristics of firms, 1994 

Alll firms Firms without agency workers Firms using agency workers 

Averagee number of employees 51 29 121 

Averagee number of agency days 37 0 158 
Averagee number of personnel hired .45 .34 .80 

Averagee vacancy rate 1.50 1.52 1.43 

Difficultt vacancies 4% 2% 8% 

Numberr of firms 10,061 7JS94 ^367 

Source:: Recruitment survey, Intomart 

Everyy two months Intomart holds a survey inquiring how vacancies are filled in the past two 

months.. The survey is not set up as a panel although it is possible that a firm is interviewed more 

thann once. The data used in this chapter date from July through December 1994 and are recorded 

inn three waves (July/August, September/October and November/December). Unfortunately 

earlierr data are not useful due to changes in the questionnaire. 

Thee sample contains over ten thousand observations on firms. About 24 percent used agency 

workerss in the two months prior to the survey. About 2,300 firms actually hired personnel in a 

temporaryy or permanent contract. Of those firms about ten percent used temporary work 

agenciess to find these new employees. In these cases the agency contract is used as a stepping 

stonee towards a temporary or permanent contract. 

Tablee 6.1 shows some general statistics on the sample. Firms using agency workers are larger 

thann other firms and that they have a higher labor turnover. Also the percentage of difficult 

vacanciess is higher in firms using agency workers. 

Bothh table 6.2 and figure 6.1 give some information on the regional distribution of agency 

workers.. Table 6.2 shows that firms in the Western part of the country tend to use agency 

workerss more often. Figure 6.1 shows that firms in rural areas are less likely to use agency 

workers. . 

Thee distribution of firms over economic sectors is given in figure 6.2. In industry many firms 

workk with agency workers. On the other hand using agency workers is not so common in the 

governmentt and noncommercial services. The distribution corresponds with the OS A sample (see 

figuree 5.4) 
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TableTable 6.2: Region,31994 (%) 

119 9 

Alll firms Firmss without agency workers Firms using agency workers 

North h 
East t 
West t 
South h 

24 4 

21 1 

15 5 

39 9 

25 5 

22 2 

13 3 

40 0 

20 0 

19 9 

24 4 

37 7 

aa North: Friesland, Groningen, Drenthe; East: Flevoland, Overijssel, Gelderland; West: Utrecht, Noord-Holland, Zuid-

Holland;; South: Zeeland, Noord-Brabant, Limburg. 

Source:: Recruitment survey, Intomart 

FigureFigure 6.1: Urbanization, 1994 

Veryy urban 

%% 0 

Alll firms 

Firmss using agency workers 

10 0 15 5 

I I 

20 0 25 5 30 0 

Source:: Recruitment survey, Intomart 

FigureFigure 6.2: Firms by economic sector, 1994 

Industry y 

Construction n 

Trade,, hotel & caterini 

Transportt & communication 

Bank,, insurance & commercial services 

Governmentt & noncommercial services 

Other r 

%% 0 

M i ll TH29.4 

19.8 8 

Alll firms 

ITT11 Firms using 
agencyy workers 

Source:: Recruitment survey, Intomart 
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TableTable 6.3: Characteristics of firms that hired personnel, 1994 (%) 

Permanentt contract 
Seasonal l 
Experiencee needed 
Temporaryy work agency first choice 
Regularr staff hired through a temporary work agency 

Source:: Recruitment survey, Intomart 

Alll firms 

72 2 
4 4 

65 5 
9 9 
9 9 

Firmss without agency 
workers s 

68 8 
6 6 

62 2 
1 1 
2 2 

Firmss using agency 
workers s 

78 8 
1 1 

70 0 
21 1 
20 0 

FigureFigure 6.3: Reasons for using temporary work agencies to hire regular workers, 1994 

Nott much work 

Motivatedd candidates 

Fast t 

Cheap p 

Candidatess meet requirements 

Amplee choice 

Other r 

| 8 3 . 8 8 

| 8 9 . 3 3 

| 9 2 . 4 4 

| 5 0 . 8 8 

9 9 

| 4 2 . 1 1 
i i 

| 6 7 . 0 0 

I I 
20 0 40 0 60 0 80 0 100 0 

Source:: Recruitment survey, Intomart 

Ass mentioned at the beginning of this section about 2,300 firms actually hired staff in a regular 

contract.. Table 6.3 shows some characteristics of these firms. Firms using agency workers more 

oftenn offer a permanent contract but also require more experience. Usually the jobs they have on 

offerr are not seasonal. Obivously many firms use temporary work agencies to try out a worker 

beforee offering a permanent contract. 

Thee next question is then why they use the temporary work agencies to hire regular staff. This 

iss answered in figure 6.3. The categories "fast", "qualified candidates", "motivated candidates" 

andd "not much work" are the main reasons for using a temporary work agency. 
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6.44 Empirical results 

Thiss section presents the estimation results of several logit and tobit models. The first three 

analysess investigate what kind of firms use temporary work agencies to hire agency workers. All 

threee of them are based on the OSA data. The fourth analysis tries to measure the usage intensity 

byy estimating a tobit model with both the OSA and the Intomart data. The last two analyses 

investigatee to what extent temporary work agencies serve as a stepping stone towards regular 

work. . 

Inn the first two analyses the exogenous variables include a constant, a dummy for 1992, 

percentagee of women in the firm, average overall education level of the firm's work force, capital 

utilizationn rate (less than one means underutilization, while greater than one means overutilization), 

staffingg rate (less than one means understaffing, while greater than one means overstaffing), 

vacancyy rate (number of vacancies divided by the number of employees), the rate of vacancies 

thatt are difficult to fulfi l (number of vacancies that are difficult to fulfi l divided by the number of 

employees),, the in- and outflow of labor, the number ofhours per week that a firm is in operation, 

thee percentage of people on sickness leave, the average age of the firm's work force, firm size, 

regionn and economic sector. 

Womenn often have a weaker labor market position. Thus firms with many female employees 

mayy also be more tempted to hire agency workers. Chapter 3 showed that higher educated 

peoplee are usually not agency workers. So firms with ahigh average education level are unlikely 

too hire many agency workers. Firms with a high capital utilization rate do not need many staff. 

Howeverr on the occasion that they do, a temporary work agency may be the quickest solution. 

AA firm with a lot of overstaffing does not need any more staff. Therefore the staffing rate is 

includedd in the analysis. On the other hand firms with many vacancies and many people on 

sicknesss leave do. Since agency workers are often young people, firms with many older workers 

aree less likely to use a temporary work agency. A high outflow may lead to an increased need 

forr agency workers, while a high inflow does not. A firm with a high number of company hours 

mayy require his employees to work irregular hours. In this case agency workers may be the 

solution.. From the data descripti ves it became clear that firms using agency workers are generally 

larger.. Three regional dummies are included with the region West as the reference region. 

Becausee the sectors industry and noncommercial services show the largest differences between 

firmsfirms with and without agency workers, two dummy variables for these economic sectors are 

included.. The industry dummy is expected to be positive and the noncommercial services dummy 

iss expected to be negative. 

Thee first analysis investigates whether or not a firm uses agency workers. The results of the 

logitt estimation are in table 6.4. Ass the vacancy rate increases, the chance that a firm employs 
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TableTable 6.4: Use of agency workers 

firmfirm does not use agency workers=0 

firmfirm uses agency workers^ 1 

coefficient t t-value e 

Constant t 

19922 dummy 

Femalee rate 

Educationn level3 

Capitall utilization rate 

Staffingg rate 

Vacancyy rate 
Difficultt vacancy rate 
Laborr inflow 
Laborr outflow 
Companyy hours 

Absenteeismm rate 
Averagee age 
Firmm size 
North h 

East t 
South h 
Industry y 
Noncommerciall services 

Numberr of observations 
Logg likelihood full model 
Logg likelihood restricted model 

.147 7 
-.050 0 
.001 1 

-.132 2 
.098 8 

-.449 9 
.073" " 

-.062" " 
-.002 2 
.004 4 
.002 2 
.015 5 

-.003 3 
.003" " 

-.157 7 
-.188 8 
-.253 3 
.746" " 

-.091 1 

1,681 1 
-1,072.76 6 
-1,144.84 4 

.167 7 

.468 8 

.256 6 
1.189 9 
.160 0 
.732 2 

2.901 1 
1.988 8 
.269 9 
.583 3 

1.186 6 
1.095 5 
.351 1 

5.930 0 
.870 0 

1.355 5 
1.954 4 
5.701 1 
.617 7 

"" significant at 5% level 

aa divided by 1000 

agencyy workers rises. On the other hand as the rate of problematic vacancies rises, firms become 

lesss likely to employ agency workers. Apparently even temporary work agencies are not capable 

off  providing people for problematic vacancies. The influence of firm size is small but significant. 

Ass firms grow in size they become more likely to use temporary work agencies. Also firms in 

industriall  branches use temporary work agencies significantly more often. 

Firmss indicated the usage intensity of temporary work agencies as a search channel. The 

answersanswers never, sometimes, regularly, often, always were analyzed with a multinomial logit 

estimationn using the same exogenous variables as before. The results are shown in table 6.5. 

Firmss with relatively old staff have a higher chance ofbeing frequent users of temporary work 

agencies.. Firms with a high absenteeism rate will often turn to the temporary work agency. Firms 

withh a high vacancy rate use the temporary work agency less frequently. Again firms with many 

vacanciess that are difficult to fulfil l are less likely to turn to a temporary work agency. Large firms 

havee a higher chance ofbeing frequent users of temporary work agencies. So have firms in 

industry.. On the other hand firms in noncommercial services definitely do not. 
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TableTable 6.5: Frequency of temporary work agency usage 

ReferenceReference Group: 
Never Never 

Constant t 
19922 dummy 
Femalee rate 
Educationn level3 

Capitall utilization rate 
Staffingg rate 
Vacancyy rate 
Difficultt vacancy rate 
Laborr inflow 
Laborr outflow 
Companyy hours 
Absenteeismm rate 
Averagee age 
Firmm size 
North h 
East t 
South h 
Industry y 
Noncommerciall services 

Constant t 
19922 dummy 
Femalee rate 
Educationn level3 

Capitall utilization rate 
Staffingg rate 
Vacancyy rate 
Difficultt vacancy rate 
Laborr inflow 
Laborr outflow 
Companyy hours 
Absenteeismm rate 
Averagee age 
Firmm size 
North h 
East t 
South h 
Industry y 
Noncommerciall services 

Numberr of observations 
Logg likelihood full model 
Logg likelihood restricted model 

Sometimes Sometimes 

coefficient t 

-.403 3 
-.114 4 
-.000 0 
-.147 7 
.686 6 

-.674 4 
.066" " 

-.104" " 
.006 6 
.011 1 

-.003 3 
.020 0 

-.009 9 
.005" " 

-.401 1 
.027 7 

-.111 1 
.318" " 

-.160 0 

Often Often 

coefficient t 

-.483 3 
-.137 7 
.008 8 
.367 7 

-.886 6 
-.383 3 
-.033 3 
.032 2 

-.010 0 
.006 6 
.004 4 
.087" " 

-.048" " 
.005" " 

-.592 2 
.180 0 

-.008 8 
1.531" " 

4.058" " 

t-value e 

.395 5 

.949 9 

.069 9 
1.104 4 
.940 0 
.988 8 

2.512 2 
2.912 2 

.934 4 
1.548 8 
1.730 0 
1.263 3 
.948 8 

8.142 2 
1.910 0 
.169 9 
.764 4 

2.055 5 
.986 6 

t-value e 

.285 5 

.618 8 
1.497 7 
1.213 3 
.794 4 
.335 5 
.543 3 
.481 1 
.777 7 
.517 7 

1.471 1 
3.559 9 
2.461 1 
5.490 0 
1.413 3 
.650 0 
.030 0 

6.636 6 
3.812 2 

Regularly Regularly 

coefficient t 

-2.022 2 
-.042 2 
-.004 4 
.045 5 
.244 4 
.017 7 
.056 6 

-.087 7 
.017 7 

-.007 7 
-.000 0 
.037 7 

-.003 3 
.006" " 

-.192 2 
-.089 9 
-.242 2 
.963" " 

-1.545" " 

Always Always 

coefficient t 

5.166 6 
-.128 8 
.008 8 
.386 6 

-3.387 7 
-2.300 0 
-.610 0 
.427 7 

-.035 5 
-.041 1 
-.001 1 
.074 4 

-.104" " 
-.000 0 
1.178 8 
.255 5 

-.713 3 
1.578" " 

-1.213 3 

1,681 1 
-1,849.97 7 
-2,097.52 2 

i i 

t-value e 

1.459 9 
.252 2 
.964 4 
.202 2 
.252 2 
.017 7 

1.543 3 
1.777 7 
1.956 6 
.704 4 
.101 1 

1.715 5 
.196 6 

8.318 8 
.691 1 
.406 6 

1.185 5 
5.265 5 
4.956 6 

t-value e 

1.766 6 
.246 6 
.708 8 

1.159 9 
1.853 3 
.963 3 

1.240 0 
.782 2 
.999 9 

1.095 5 
.095 5 

1.426 6 
2.225 5 
.108 8 

1.859 9 
.373 3 
.830 0 

2.801 1 
1.236 6 

"" significant at 5% level 
aa divided by 1000 
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TableTable 6.6: Use of temporary work agencies compared with other search channels 

firmfirm does not use agency worker$=Q 

firmfirm uses agency workers= 1 

constant t 

19922 dummy 

ownn personnel 

schools s 
commerciall employment agency 

relations s 
publicc employment agency 

adverts s 
openn applications 

Numberr of observations 

Logg likelihood full model 
Logg likelihood restricted model 

coefficient t 

-.874" " 

-.190* * 
-.000 0 

.119 9 

.586" " 

.132 2 

-.031 1 
.014 4 

.115* * 

1,681 1 
-1,118.72 2 

-1,144.84 4 

t-value e 

3.248 8 
1.885 5 

.003 3 

1.523 3 
5.272 2 

1.616 6 
.444 4 

.305 5 
1.721 1 

"" significant at 5% level 

** significant at 10% level 

Itt would be interesting to know what the relation of the temporary work agency is to the other 

searchh channels. In other words, are the other search channels complements or substitutes? Each 

off  the search channels is represented by a dummy variable which is equal to zero if the firm 

answeredd that it never used the search channel and equal to one otherwise. Then the temporary 

workk agency dummy is regressed on the other dummies, a constant term and a dummy for 1992 

usingg a logit model. The results are in table 6.6. Again not many of the coefficients are significantly 

differentt from zero at the 5% significance level. Firms using commercial employment agencies are 

alsoo more likely to use temporary work agencies. This may be because many temporary work 

agenciess also have permanent placement activities. At the 10% significance level the more often 

firmss use spontaneous applications as a search channel, the more likely they are to use temporary 

workk agencies. The temporary work agency was less likely to be used in 1992 than in 1990. 

Inn the next analysis the demand for agency workers is regressed on some exogenous variables. 

Thee analysis is performed on both the OSA and the Intomart data. For the OSA data the 

dependentt variable is the number of agency years, which are defined as the number of agency 

workerss in full time equivalents. For the Intomart data the dependent variable is the number of 

agencyy days, which are defined as the number of days an agency worker was employed by the 

companyy during the last two months. 

Thee exogenous variables for the estimation based on the OSA data are the same as in the first 

twoo analyses. The exogenous variables for the estimation based on the Intomart data include 

companyy size, vacancy rate, a dummy variable if any of the vacancies are difficult to fulfil , total 

numberr of personnel hired, unemployment rate in the area, degree of urbanization, region, 

economicc sector and the period in which the hiring took place. According to Davis-Blake & Uzzi 
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(1993)) larger companies need less agency workers because they have more possibilities for 

temporarilyy reshuffling people. On the other hand table 6.4 showed that as firm size increases, 

firmss have a higher chance of hiring agency workers. A high vacancy rate may induce firms that 

normallyy do not hire through a temporary work agency to give this search channel a try. On the 

otherr hand a firm may already have tried a temporary work agency without success. Thus the 

effectt of the vacancy rate is not immediately clear. The same reasoning is applicable for vacancies 

thatt are difficult to fulfil . When a lot of new employees are needed in the same period, firms may 

turnn to temporary work agencies in order not to spend too much time on recruitment. A high 

unemploymentt rate usually means that there is not much work for agency workers either. The 

degreee of urbanization influences the number of jobs available and thus the demand for agency 

workers.. Most economic activity takes place in the Western part of the Netherlands. 

Consequently,, the number of jobs in other parts of the country are fewer, which may negatively 

affectt the demand for agency workers. It is interesting to see whether this is also the case in the 

Intomart-sample.. The Intomart-sample includes two interesting periods, namely July/August, 

whichh is the holiday season and November/December which includes the Christmas season. In 

bothh periods extra staff is needed, which might be hired through a temporary work agency. 

Industryy and noncommercial services show the largest differences in the use of agency workers. 

Thuss the dummy for industry is expected to be positive and the dummy for noncommercial 

servicess is expected to be negative. The sum of the all other sectors is the reference group. 

Becausee there are many firms who did not hire any agency workers at all a tobit model is 

estimated.. The results are shown in table 6.7. Contrary to Davis-Blake & Uzzi' s claim company 

sizee positively affects the demand for agency workers, both in the OS A as well as the Intomart 

sample.. Probably most companies are not so flexible that they can easily reshuffle personnel when 

needed.. It maybe possible in case of illness, but during the holiday season most departments are 

shortt on staff, and during peak production very often all departments are overloaded with work. 

Inn both cases there is little room for reshuffling. In rural areas less agency workers are hired. The 

industriall  sector hires many agency workers while noncommercial services hires few agency 

workers.. The holiday seasons do not affect the number of agency workers hired, which suggest 

thatt agency workers are often hired for other reasons than peak production. According to the 

Intomartt sample firms in the north, east and south all hire significantly less agency workers than 

firmss in the west, but this is not confirmed by the OS A sample 

Inn the Intomart sample a higher vacancy rate does not lead to hiring more agency workers, 

butt in the OS A sample it does. The two samples disagree on this variable. Thus the effect is not 

clear,, nor is the effect of difficult vacancies. The dummy for difficult vacancies is significant, but 

thee difficult vacancy rate is not. The problem with both these variables may be the time of 

measurement.. The OSA sample dates from 1990 and 1992 when the economy took a downturn, 
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TableTable 6.7: Tobit analysis of the need for agency workers 

Dependentt variable 

Constant t 
19922 dummy 
Femalee rate 
Educationn level3 

Capitall utilization rate 
Staffingg rate 
Vacancyy rate 
Difficultt vacancy rate 
Difficultt vacancies dummy 
Laborr inflow 
Laborr outflow 
Companyy hours 
Absenteeismm rate 
Averagee age 
Firmm size 
Unemploymentt rate 
Highlyy urbanized 
Urbanized d 
Rural l 
Highlyy rural 
North h 
East t 
South h 
Industry y 
Noncommerciall services 
July-August t 
November-December r 

a a 

Numberr of observations 
Logg likelihood 

Agencyy years (OSA, 1990 and 1992) 

Coefficient t 

-43.107 7 
-9.326" " 

.044 4 
-.806 6 

28.315 5 
-38.371 1 

1.916" " 
-.296 6 

.362 2 

.081 1 

.022 2 
-.078 8 
.338 8 
.153" " 

-4.418 8 
-10.217 7 

-7.257 7 
11.586" " 

-16.331" " 

77.397" " 

t-value e 

1.214 4 
2.126 6 
.413 3 
.158 8 

1.141 1 
1.618 8 
2.070 0 
.257 7 

1.523 3 
.319 9 
.380 0 
.135 5 
.951 1 

19.836 6 

.592 2 
1.779 9 
1.370 0 
2.252 2 
2.611 1 

43.747 7 

1681 1 
-5976.55 5 

Agencyy days (Intomart, 1994) 

Coefficient t 

-398.757" " 

-2.821" " 

260.775" " 
9.125" " 

1.109" " 
.225 5 

-21.293 3 
0 0 

-46.664" " 
-87.646" " 

-113.445" " 
-121.401" " 
-107.826" " 
215.747" " 

-131.819" " 
-3.254 4 
9.252 2 

488.163" " 

10061 1 
-20388.3 3 

t-value e 

14.928 8 

2.390 0 

8.042 2 
4.503 3 

23.743 3 
.160 0 
.788 8 
.403 3 

2.235 5 
4.227 7 
4.911 1 
5.176 6 
5.228 8 

12.791 1 
7.538 8 

.195 5 

.552 2 

65.500 0 

"" significant at 5% level 
aa divided by 1000 

whilee the Intomart sample dates from 1994 when the economic tide was turning in a positive 

direction. . 

Theree are many reasons why firms make use of temporary work agencies, for example illness, 

holidayy season and peak production. But very often firms also use the agency contract as a 

probationn period before offering a temporary or permanent contract. Some firms simply find it 

ann easy way to recruit new personnel. Also agency workers often regard the agency contract as 

aa stepping stone towards a temporary or permanent contract. 
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TableTable 6,8: Temporary work agency as a first choice search channel for hiring regular workers 

TemporaryTemporary work agency is first choice= 1 Coefficient t-val ue 

OtherOther search channel is first choice=0 

Constantt (adjusted) 

Firmm size 

Vacancyy rate 
Unemploymentt rate 
Difficultt vacancies dummy 
Permanentt contract 

Seasonall job 
Experiencee needed 
North h 

East t 
South h 
Industry y 
Noncommerciall services 
July-August t 
November-December r 
Reasons: : 

Nott much work 
Motivatedd candidates 
Fast t 
Cheap p 
Candidatess meet requirements 
Choice e 
Other r 

Numberr of observations 
Logg likelihood full model 
Logg likelihood restricted model 

-4.443" " 
.002" " 
.039 9 
.022 2 
.172 2 

-.297 7 
-2.222" " 

.446 6 

.210 0 

.132 2 
-.039 9 
1.052" " 

-1.441" " 
-.107 7 
.253 3 

.802" " 

.112 2 

.980" " 
-2.021" " 
1.061" " 
.488 8 
.234 4 

388 8 
-198.150 0 
-268.895 5 

2.616 6 
1.977 7 
1.336 6 
1.014 4 
.401 1 
.999 9 

2.217 7 
1.664 4 
.489 9 
.342 2 
.119 9 

3.397 7 
4.052 2 
.346 6 
.820 0 

2.239 9 
.255 5 

2.259 9 
6.189 9 
2.251 1 
1.797 7 
.895 5 

*** significant at 5% level 

Inn the analysis in table 6.8 the dependent variable is whether or not the temporary work 

agencyy was first choice. As firm size increases temporary work agencies become more often the 

firstt choice search channel. However the effect is very small. For seasonal jobs firms do not turn 

too temporary work agencies first. Apparently many seasonal jobs are filled by regular workers. 

Againn the industrial sector is more likely and the noncommercial services are less likely to turn to 

aa temporary work agency first. 

Thee most interesting variables are the reasons for using a temporary work agency first. It turns 

outt that the main reasons are the fact that using a temporary work agency is not much work for 

thee firm, that it is a fast way of getting personnel and that the candidates usually meet the 

requirements.. Temporary work agencies are definitely not used because they are so cheap. In 

factt section 5.4 showed that on average the temporary work agency fee is approximately a 28 

percentt markup on the gross wages of an agency worker. This makes it a fairly expensive way 

off  hiring new personnel. 
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TableTable 6.9: Number of people hired in regular contract through a temporary work agency 

Constant t 

Firmm size 
Vacancyy rate 

Unemploymentt rate 

Difficultt vacancies dummy 
Permanentt contract 

Seasonall job 

Experiencee needed 
North h 

East t 
South h 

Industry y 

Noncommerciall services 
July-August t 

November-December r 

a a 

Coefficient t 

-6.213" " 
.004" " 

.030 0 

.044 4 

.743 3 

-.585 5 
4.484" " 

.549 9 

-.464 4 
-.864 4 

-.901" " 
1.974" " 

-2.939" " 

-.128 8 
.558 8 

4.437" " 

t-value e 

8.169 9 
5.192 2 

1.300 0 
1.369 9 

1.375 5 

1.435 5 
2.437 7 

1.508 8 

.848 8 
1.692 2 
2.047 7 

4.954 4 

5.633 3 
.309 9 

1.379 9 

17.845 5 

NN umber of observations 2277 

Logg likelihood -1016.29 

"" significant at 5% level 

Althoughh temporary work agencies are often used as a search channel even when firms are 

hiringg temporary or permanent workers, this does not imply that firms always find someone using 

thiss search channel. Many firms use more than one search channel. So the number of people hired 

inn a regular contract by means of temporary work agency is analyzed using a tobit analysis with 

thee same exogenous variables as before with the exception of the reasons for using a temporary 

workk agency and the degree of urbanization. 

Fromm table 6.9 demonstrates that the number of people hired in a regular contract through a 

temporaryy work agency is positively affected by the company size. Again this effect is small. For 

thee same reason as before the sign of a seasonal job is negative. In the Southern part of the 

countryy and in noncommercial services, regular workers are less likely to be hired through a 

temporaryy work agency. The opposite is true for workers in industry. 

6.55 Summary and conclusions 

Thiss chapter investigates the use of temporary work agencies as a search channel. Logit 

modelss are used to estimate the chances that firms with specific characteristics use temporary 

workk agencies. Tobit models are used for estimating the usage intensity. 
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Twoo data sets are used. The first one comes from the Organization for Strategic Labor Market 

Researchh (OS A) and covers the years 1990 and 1992. The second one comes from Intomart, 

aa market research agency, and covers the second half of the year 1994. 

Temporaryy work agencies are a very popular search channel but still the number of agency 

workerss decreased from 1990 to 1992. The data show that firms hiring agency workers are often 

largee firms with relatively few women. They also have a low absenteeism rate, are less unionized 

andd have a high labor turnover. Firms using agency workers seem to have more difficulties to 

achievee an optimal staffing and capital utilization rate. Agency workers are frequently hired in 

industry,, but less frequently in noncommercial services. Firms using agency workers are more 

oftenn located in urban areas. Firms that are used to hiring agency workers also frequently use the 

temporaryy work agency to find regular staff. 

Firmss size, vacancy rate and being in the industrial sector positively influences the choice for 

thee temporary work agency as a search channel. As the difficult vacancy rate rises, firms become 

lesss likely to use a temporary work agency. Firms size, inflow and being in industry positively 

affectss the usage intensity of temporary work agencies. Being in a rural area and in the non-

commerciall  sector negatively affects the need for agency workers. The effects of the vacancy rate 

andd the difficult vacancies on the need for agency workers are unclear. The results from the OS A 

andd the Intomart sample contradict each other. When looking for regular staff temporary work 

agenciess are a first choice search channel for large firms and firms in industry. The reasons are 

thatt it is not much work and fast plus the fact that the candidates meet the requirements. But 

temporaryy work agencies are considered to be expensive. 




